
SRP Meeting Sat September 21st

After everyone had settled their membership renewal fees with Louise we settled down to our usual 

enjoyable afternoon with Joyce in charge who always comes up with a good variety of musical 

challenge combined with some fun playing. There was reasonable turnout for us of 24. 

Our first challenge/fun piece was composed by Pierre Phalèse, Putta Nera Ballo Furlano. This was not

difficult per se but the challenge/fun was to play up an octave and/or an alternative line. This got us 

both alert and warmed up.

The next piece was from Lagrime di San Pietro (Italian:Saint Peter's Tears) a cycle of 20 madrigals 

and a concluding motet by the late Renaissance composed by Orlando de Lassus in 7 parts which 

always gives a richer sound. It was, however, for some of us a really tricky 4/2 timing and syncopated

rhythm but Joyce always likes to give a challenge.

Thirdly we were treated to a really enjoyable modern piece written for recorders by Steven McCann 

entitled 'One over the Octet'. He was actually in our midst, joining in the playing and he gave us 

some explanation of his idea for the piece and said that it was the first time he had heard it played, 

other than on the composing software Sibelius; he maintained that we gave a very good rendition! 

Thank you Steven. We followed this by playing Steve McCann’s Crime of a Morse inspector, after 

Steve had explained the meaning of the Morse code in the tenor line. 

Teatime:-Always very welcome, was provided by Judy on her own but she did us proud with lots of 

cake that we have come to expect at the break.

Following tea something a little older - Three Consort Pieces (1. Cuckoo; 2. I am not I of such belief 

and 3. Joan, quoth John). composed by Richard Nicholson, a 16th/17th century English composer 

and organist. It was arranged for recorder quintet (DDTrTB) by Denis Bloodworth. For those of us 

who enjoy that period music it was lovely though not without challenge.

Our final challenge was a Chacony in G minor by Purcell which rounded off a very satisfying 

afternoon of recorder playing in a very friendly group that is always ready to welcome new players 

and visitors.


